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User Manual
 

Management of CAD data and documents in SAP

 

 

SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to
AutoCAD Electrical

 

 

SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical manages design data in SAP.

 

Given by the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface, tight integration of the CAD system to the SAP PLM
data available  to  the company at  an early  stage in  the design process  are  available.  Product  lifecycle
management thus already begins with the start of design work and not through an interface at the end of it.
The coupling between the CAD system and the SAP Engineering Control Center allows you to manage the
components designed in the CAD system.

 

This  user  manual  describes the installation and use of  the SAP Engineering Control  Center  Interface to
AutoCAD Electrical and describes the functionality provided by this software as well as its operation.

 

 

© 2023 CIDEON Software & Services GmbH & Co. KG. Germany. All Rights Reserved.

Contents of this document may not be (totally or partly) reproduced, used or published without previous
written agreement by the CIDEON Software & Services GmbH & Co. KG.
Copyright  applies  to  all  forms  of  storage  and  reproduction,  in  those  the  available  information  flowed  in
particular  on  magnetic  storage,  computer  expressions  or  visual  announcements.
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Introduction

The SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical provides access to the SAP Engineering
Control Center directly from AutoCAD Electrical. This is made possible by making the necessary functionalities
over the Control Elements Main Menu, Command Window and Ribbon available directly from within AutoCAD
Electrical.  Through  this  close  link  between  AutoCAD Electrical  and  the  SAP  Engineering  Control  Center
Interface to AutoCAD Electrical, the manual transfer of document data and details on the execution of the
functionality of the SAP Engineering Control Center is eliminated as this information is automatically read from
the document currently open in AutoCAD Electrical and in most cases can be simply configured and executed.

For further information, please read SAP note 2126092 - SAP ECTR Interface to AutoCAD.

System requirements

The following system pre-conditions are necessary for  installation and operation of  the SAP Engineering
Control Center to AutoCAD Electrical.

Detailed information regarding the system requirements can be found in the Product Matrix for
this product!

Operating System

Windows 10 - 64 bit,
Windows 11 - 64 bit (as of ECTR version 5.2.6.1 resp. S/4 1.1.6.1).

The choice of operating system version is dependent on the system requirements of the AutoCAD Electrical
version used.

Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable

The necessary version of the Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable depends on the AutoCAD Electrical version
used.
The following applies:

Microsoft Visual C++ 2019 Redistributable

.NET-Framework

The necessary version of the .NET Framework depends on the AutoCAD Electrical version used.
The following applies:

.NET Version 4.8

The presence of the necessary version of the .NET framework is checked by the installer during
the installation process and, if necessary, a message is issued.

AutoCAD Electrical

https://service.sap.com/sap/support/notes/2126092
https://support.sap.com/launchpad/en/swdc/plm/ectr-autocad.html
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AutoCAD Electrical 2021 or later must be installed.

SAP Engineering Control Center

SAP Engineering Control Center version 5.2.5.x or S/4 1.1.5.x or later must be installed.
For Windows 11, at least the SAP Engineering Control Center version 5.2.6.1 or S/4 1.1.6.1 must be installed.

SAP

The conditions in relation to the SAP environment are based on the requirements of the SAP Engineering
Control Center.
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Installation

The following section describes the installation of  SAP Engineering Control  Center  Interface to  AutoCAD
Electrical.
 
With  automatic  installation,  the  process  starts  with  a  provided  Setup  package,  which  consists  of  a  file
containing all the required files and modules. An installation wizard appears that guides the user step by step
through the installation process.

Please note that administration rights are required for the installation of SAP Engineering
Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical!
It is strongly recommended being logged in using the Administrator account during the
installation.

Product scope

SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical includes a number of files and modules:

CdnECTRInterfaceAce20xx_64.arx
CdnECTRInterfaceRibbon20xx.dll
plm_conn.dll
CdnECTRInterface_messages_de.txt
CdnECTRInterface_messages_en.txt
CdnECTRInterface_messages_es.txt
CdnECTRInterface_messages_fr.txt
CdnECTRInterface_messages_it.txt
CdnECTRInterface_messages_ja.txt
CdnECTRInterface_messages_pt.txt
CdnECTRInterface_messages_ru.txt
CdnECTRInterface_messages_zf.txt
CdnECTRInterface_messages_zh.txt
PackageContents.xml
start_application_ace.exe
Readme.txt
start_dwg_view.bat
default.txt
dtype.xml
options.xml
menu.guidef
menu_macros.txt
attributes-from-sap.xml
attributes-to-sap.xml
CIDEON_ECTR_Interface_to_AutoCAD_Electrical_User_Manual.pdf
CIDEON_ECTR_Interface_to_AutoCAD_Electrical_Configuration_Manual.pdf
connector-macro-whitelist.txt in directory "basis\config"
SelectAndDownloadDocumentVersion.txt in directory "basis\scripts\macros"
AutoCAD model templates in directory "templates-template"
Templates for customizing files for ECTR in directory "templates-customize"
file.handler.jar in directory "addons\CIDEONFileHandler\basis\plugins"
preferences.schemaV1 in directory "addons\CIDEONFileHandler\basis\aux-files"
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"20xx" means the AutoCAD Electrical version (e.g. "2023").

NOTES:
• The texts of the messages, dialogs, menus etc. of the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface
to AutoCAD Electrical are stored for different languages in the files
"CdnECTRInterface_messages_<LANGUAGE>.txt" and can be customized. How this is done is
described in more detail in the chapter "Using user-specific texts in the integration".
• The version-related files as well as the language files are combined in ZIP archives
"Release20xx.zip". These ZIP archives are unpacked during installation into the directory
"%ProgramFiles%\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins".

Automatic installation

An  installation  package  is  provided  for  automatic  installation.  It  contains  the  modules  and  files  for  the  SAP
Engineering  Control  Center  Interface  to  AutoCAD,  SAP Engineering  Control  Center  Interface  to  AutoCAD
Mechanical and the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical.

ATTENTION:
• Please note that administrator rights are required for the installation. It is strongly
recommended being logged in as administrator when you install the product!
• Please ensure that the SAP Engineering Control Center is already installed on the target
machine before running the installation of the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to
AutoCAD. Apart from that, the installation process failed!
• It must be ensured that the SAP Engineering Control Center is already correctly installed on
the target computer when the installation process starts. Otherwise, the installation process will
fail!
• After successful installation, a restart may be necessary!

To start the installation process, the application must be executed. This is a self-extracting ZIP archive.
After start, the containing files will be extracted:

Unpacking the Installation Files

After this process has finished, the start screen of the installation assistant appears.

At least now close all running SAP and AutoCAD applications! This is important to prevent failures
during the installation process!

Use the "Cancel" button to abort the entire installation process. Navigate with the "Back" button to previous
screen, i.e. to correct some choices.
If the installation wizard detects that an essential prerequisite for the installation has not been met, it will
inform you and the installation process may be aborted.
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Installation assistant - Start screen

The button "Next" browses to the component selection screen. Set a check mark into a checkbox on the left
side to choose the right component. If necessary you can browse to the previous screen with the "Back"
button.
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Installation assistant - Component choice

After selection of the component, a click on the "Next" button starts the installation process. Now a screen
appears that informs you about the progress of the installation.
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Installation progress bar

If  the  installation  process  has  been  finished,  the  completion  screen  appears.  Complete  the  installation  by
clicking the "Close" button here.
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Installation assistant - Installation completion

Using user-specific texts in the integration

The texts of the messages, dialogs, menus etc. of the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD
Electrical  are  stored  in  the  files  "CdnECTRInterface_messages_<LANGUAGE>.txt"  for  the  different  language
versions ("<LANGUAGE>" stands for the respective language abbreviation, e.g. "de", "en" etc.). These texts
can  also  be  adapted  individually.  Language  files  with  the  name
"CdnECTRInterface_messages_<LANGUAGE>_customize.txt" can be created for this purpose. In these files, the
texts to be displayed can be configured in accordance with the structure of the original language files. It is not
necessary to use all texts, but only those that are to be overwritten. If these customized files are stored next
to the original files in the same directory as the installation, they will be used preferentially by the interface.
The customized language files are not overwritten by an update installation, and thus the user keeps his own
texts even after an update.
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User interface and controls

The SAP Engineering Control  Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical  offers a ribbon with controls that is  fully
integrated into the AutoCAD Electrical user interface.

The figure shows the user interface of AutoCAD Electrical, including the individual controls of SAP Engineering
Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical.

Since these controls are embedded in AutoCAD Electrical, they can be configured, similarly to all other controls
of AutoCAD Electrical, using the "Customize User Interface" dialog accessed by selecting the command "User
Interface" in the ribbon "Manage".

AutoCAD Electrical user interface with SAP PLM

By default,  the  "SAP PLM"  ribbon of  SAP  Engineering  Control  Center  Interface  to  AutoCAD Electrical  is
immediately available after AutoCAD Electrical is launched. The main menu can be shown on demand.

Ribbon

The SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical provides its functionalities as buttons in a
ribbon tab called "SAP PLM". This makes it even easier to access functions then using the menu.
 
The tabs in AutoCAD Electrical are mostly visible when a document is open.

The individual icons from the "SAP PLM" toolbar can be removed or moved to other toolbars. For
more information, please refer to the AutoCAD Electrical documentation.
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It’s possible to show the tabs with panel titles or without.

Tab "SAP PLM" with group titles

If the mouse is hovered over one of these buttons, its function will be displayed as a balloon-style tooltip:

Ribbon with tooltip

Additional entries in the context menu of ECTR

The SAP Engineering Control Center provides the possibility to implement additional function calls as entries in
the context menu. Various CIDEON products use this to provide functions directly in the ECTR (i.e. the CIDEON
Conversion Engine). If  such CIDEON products are in use, corresponding menu commands may appear in
ECTR’s context menu (see the red mark in the following figure):
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Additional entries in ECTR’s context menu
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Function description

A variety of functions of the SAP Engineering Control Center can be accessed directly from the user interface of
AutoCAD Electrical using SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical. These functions are
described in the following text.

It should be noted that SAP and the SAP Engineering Control Center offer extensive configuration
options, and the actual behavior of the functions may differ on a case-by-case basis from those
described here.

The  function  description  in  this  user's  manual  is  based  on  the  default  configuration  of  the  SAP  Engineering
Control Center.

General behavior

If a function is triggered using the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical, a message
will be displayed in the center of the working range of AutoCAD Electrical, which provides information about
the current action which is being implemented by ECTR:

Information about running ECTR processes

The SAP Engineering Control Center indicates activities initiated by AutoCAD Electrical with a yellow colored
menu bar during an activity:

ECTR activity indication

This is the standard behavior of the SAP Engineering Control Center, but it is configurable.

The running SAP Engineering Control Center is represented by the ECTR icon in the notification area (known as
"Systray") of the Windows taskbar (see red mark in the figure).
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ECTR icon in the Windows "Systray" area

Logging

The SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical offers the ability to log it's work and stores
it in a log file. This is particularly useful for questions regarding CIDEON support.

ATTENTION:
In order to use logging with an older ECTR version prior to 5.2 or 5.1.15, the preference "ECTR-
LOG-DIR = @PLM_LOGDIR@" must be set in the interface-specific configuration file "default.txt"!
From ECTR version 5.2 or 5.1.15 this is no longer necessary and the preference is obsolete.

To activate logging, the "Application tracelevel" option under "Common" must be set in the Options menu of
the ECTR under "Preferences" of the SAP Engineering Control Center, which is accessible via the gear symbol
("Settings") at the top right:

Options menu of the ECTR
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ECTR Option "Application tracelevel"

The different detail levels "Trace", "Debug" and "In Detail" can be selected for the information stored in the log
file.  The  value  "Undefined"  means  the  initial  state  after  the  installation  of  the  ECTR  and  is  equivalent  to
"Trace". If the trace level has been changed once, it can no longer be reset to "Undefined".

The log files are stored in the directory path for log files of the ECTR:

For AutoCAD Electrical under

<LW>:\SAPPLM\tempdir\logs\applications\ace\

The file name of a log file contains a date and time stamp and has the following structure:

plm_connector_YYYY.MM.DD-HH_MM_SS.log

Performance Trace logging

It  is possible to write the runtimes of various interface functions, known as performance traces, to a log file.
This  log  file  is  also  stored  in  the  directory  path  for  log  files  of  the  ECTR.  For  activation,  the  parameter
"plm.options.Logging.LogPerformanceTrace.ACE" in the configuration file "default.txt" must be set to the value
"true".

General functions

General functions provide access to the SAP Engineering Control Center and are used for administration.

Open ECTR

With the function "Open ECTR ", the SAP Engineering Control Center is started or activated and put to the
foreground.
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Once this is done, AutoCAD Electrical is blocked for all actions and inputs, until the control is passed back from
ECTR to AutoCAD Electrical. To do this, click on the green "back" button in ECTR (see red mark in the figure
below). Only then the work in AutoCAD Electrical can be continued. In any event, AutoCAD Electrical will be
back in control when the SAP Engineering Control Center is closed.

"Back" button in ECTR

Application Structure

The function "Show CAD Structure " is  used to bring the SAP PLM Engineering Control  Center in the
foreground and open the structure view in which the structure of an open and active document will  be
displayed.

It is configurable which information will be provided in the view "Applications Structure" in these
settings for the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical in the "Application
Structure" branch.

The "Application Structure" window in the ECTR shows originals and their structures that are loaded in the
application. It is possible to refine the view using the filter buttons provided by the dialog.

ECTR view "Application Structure"
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The ECTR may add overlay icons to the displayed icons to visualize certain states in which the
displayed objects are located. For the meaning of these symbols, please refer to SAP's ECTR
documentation.

In the application structure view, a context menu is available for the selected object.

ECTR view "Application Structure" with context menu

Please note the following points during work with the context menu in the application structure view:

Multi-selection is not supported.
An import works only for the top document.
A successful import causes a refresh of the application structure.
The function "Display" opens the selected document and causes a refresh of the application structure.
"Select":  Selected  elements  from the  application  structure  are  selected  in  the  active  file  in  AutoCAD
Electrical, if possible.
The function "Replace Version" is supported from ECTR version 5.1.14.
Unknown commands open a message box with information about that command to detect wrong
configurations.

SAP PLM functions

The SAP Engineering Control Center provides various SAP PLM functions. The SAP Engineering Control Center
Interface to AutoCAD Electrical allows access to these functions directly from the AutoCAD Electrical user
interface. These functions are described here.
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IMPORTANT:
• If functions of the SAP Engineering Control Center where executed from the SAP Engineering
Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical, all ECTR dialogs during the execution are generally
modal, i.e. access to AutoCAD Electrical is blocked until the dialog is closed. Not till then the work
in AutoCAD Electrical can proceed.
• If a document that has a document info record (DIR) in SAP PLM, stored (checked in) in SAP PLM,
meaning that a closed lock icon appears for it in SAP Engineering Control Center ( ), the
associated document file is read-only in the working directory!

New

The function "New " creates a document info record (DIR) in SAP PLM. It is either a new, blank document or
a new document that takes over the contents of an existing document, created and opened in AutoCAD
Electrical.

If the function "New" from the AutoCAD Electrical menu is clicked and a template is selected the following
dialog appears if configured:

Dialog "Create DIR"

If "Yes" is clicked, the ECTR dialog "New Document" appears and the next steps are the same as further
described. If the "No" button is clicked, only a local document is created. If the "Cancel" button is pressed, the
entire process is aborted.

It is configurable whether the dialog comes up or not and the general behavior of the interface at
this point. It exists the option "Create DIR for new document" in the settings for the SAP
Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical in the "Miscellaneous" branch.

After selecting the "New" function, the "New Document" dialog of the ECTR appears:
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The "New Document" ECTR dialog

The newly created document is always saved in the current working directory of the SAP
Engineering Control Center.

The drop-down list allows you to select templates for DIN and ANSI drawings that are used to create a new
document. These templates are located in the directory "%ECTR_INST_DIR%\applications\ace\templates".

If "Select existing drawing" is selected instead, a file selection dialog can be opened via the folder button that
is now activated, which allows you to search for and select a corresponding AutoCAD Electrical document, the
contents of which will be transferred. The corresponding templates are stored in the template directory when
the interface is installed.
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The ECTR "Create Document" dialog - Selection of an existing drawing

If an existing AutoCAD Electrical document is selected, in any case a copy from this file specified
under "Folder" in the currently active folder with a file name generated by the ECTR and the
document info record provided.

Furthermore, all metadata must be provided that should be transferred to the document info record (DIR).

Creating a drawing using the CAD function "New Drawing"

If a new drawing is created via the integrated CAD function "New Drawing" (Ctrl + N or "_QNEW"), a dialog is
also displayed which asks whether a new DIR is to be stored in SAP at the same time. If this query is confirmed
with "Yes", the ECTR dialog "Create Document" is also displayed, whereby the DType is preset and cannot be
changed. With "OK" a DIR is created and loaded into the CAD. The user then directly processes this generated
document. If the query is answered with "No", only a new local drawing is created. If the query is canceled, the
entire process is aborted.

Which DType is used here is defined in the configuration file "default.txt" via the parameter
"plm.document.dtype.Default.DWG.ACE" (default is "AED").

Creating a drawing using the CAD function "New Project"

if a new project is created using the integrated CAD function "New Project" ("_ACENEWPROJECT"), a dialog box
appears asking whether a new DIS should be stored in SAP at the same time. If  you confirm this query with
"Yes", the ECTR dialog "Create document" also appears, whereby here the DType is preset and cannot be
changed. With "OK" a DIS is created and loaded into the CAD. The user then edits this generated document
directly. If the query is answered with "No", the CAD standard dialog for creating a new project appears, which
is then only created locally. If the query is aborted, the entire process is aborted.

Which DType is used here is defined in the configuration file "default.txt" via the parameter
"plm.document.dtype.Default.WDP.ACE" (default is "AEP").

Changing the active directory

The active directory can be changed via the "Desktop" view of the SAP Engineering Control Center. In addition,
the desired folder is selected in the tree view and the "Set Active" context menu command is executed (red
marked in the figure):
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ECTR "Desktop" view – Context menu

Open

With the function "Open ", one or more documents in SAP PLM can be searched and opened in AutoCAD
Electrical using different search criteria.

Alternatively, the integrated CAD function "Open" (Ctrl + O or "_OPEN") can be used to find and
load a document from SAP.

If the function "Open" from the AutoCAD Electrical menu is clicked a dialog appears if configured:

ECTR dialog "Open document"

If "Yes" is clicked, the ECTR dialog "Document" appears and the next steps are the same as further described.
If the "No" button is clicked, the AutoCAD Electrical dialog "Open" appears.

It is configurable whether the dialog comes up or not and the general behavior of the interface at
this point. It exists the options "Load document from SAP when clicking 'Open'" in the settings for
the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical in the "Miscellaneous" branch.

When this function is selected, the "Document" dialog of the SAP Engineering Control Center is opened.
Various search criteria can be entered here for the search of the appropriate document.

When entering search criteria, the wildcard "star" character ('*') is allowed, which makes it
possible to specify a substring to search for.
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ECTR "Document" dialog

Under "Version Selection" you can choose how and to what extent different versions of this document should
be taken into account if multiple versions of the document exist.

ECTR "Document" dialog - Version selection

The following choices are available:

Display all Versions
Display Latest Version Only
Display Latest Released Version Only

According to the selection, the corresponding versions are then presented in the results.
 
The "Clear Fields" button removes all existing records from the fields of the dialog.
 
With "Add Class ..." it is possible to select a class as a search criterion. In this way, the search is restricted to
the documents conforming to the criterion entered.  For  this  purpose,  the class name is  entered in  the
"Classification" field.
 

It is also possible to search according to classes. These will be initiated via  the Classes Search Assistant
button.
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ECTR "Class Search" dialog

With the "Search..." button, you get into the actual "Class Search" dialog. Here, you can specify various search
criteria for the class search. In the name and description here, the wildcard character '*' is also allowed.

ECTR "Class Search" dialog

Here, if all fields are left blank, all available classes are delivered as a result.

 
For type, you can select from a list of available class types or "All Class Types".

The result of the search class is displayed as a table. Mark the required class and press the "OK" button to
accept it (see figure).
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ECTR "Class Selection" dialog

If  the  selected  class  classification  parameters  are  stored,  they  can  be  assigned  a  value.  With  the
"Classification"  button,  it  is  possible  to  classify  input  parameters.  Here,  the  values  for  each  classification
parameter  can  be  entered.

If the registered class does not store classification parameters, clicking the "Classification" button
has no effect.
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ECTR "Document" dialog – Add classification data

By moving the cursor over the input field of a classification parameter, a note ("tooltip") with
technical data for orienting that parameter is displayed.

ECTR "Document" dialog – Classification data tooltip

If the registered class does not store classification parameters, clicking the "Classification" button
has no effect.

Once search criteria have been entered, the search is initiated with the "OK" button. It appears a dialog with a
progress bar.
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Progress bar "Document Search"

Once search criteria have been entered, the search is initiated with the "OK" button. Should a document did
not be found, an error message is displayed informing you that no document was found that matches the
given search criteria.

ECTR "Document" dialog - error message

If  successful,  the search result  is  displayed as a table.  There may be one or,  if  present,  several  found
documents selected in this table.
If the "OK" button is pressed, the selected documents are opened automatically in AutoCAD Electrical. Should
this not be possible for a document, e.g. if there is a version mismatch, an error message is displayed for this
document in all other documents opened against it.

ECTR "Document Selection" dialog

If you click on the "Back" button, the entire process is aborted, all dialogs are closed and control returned to
AutoCAD Electrical.
 
It is also possible to perform the document search entirely via the SAP GUI. For this purpose, the "SAP GUI
Search" button is used in the "Document Search" dialog. If this is selected, the SAP view "Find Document"
appears. Here it is possible to enter the search criteria as usual in SAP PLM, starting the search with "Run".
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SAP GUI view "Find Document: Selection criteria"

With the "Back" ( ), "Exit" ( ) and "Cancel" ( ) buttons, the SAP view is closed, and you are taken back to
the ECTR-Document Search.

When opening the SAP-Document Search by clicking on the "SAP GUI Search" button, none of the
"Document Searches" or selected search criteria already registered in the ECTR dialog will be
copied! This must therefore be entirely entered manually in the SAP-View fields.

If no search hits are achieved, this will be signaled through an error message in the SAP-View:

SAP GUI view "Search Document: Selection criteria" - error message

However, if the search on the SAP GUI was successful, the retrieved documents are displayed as a table.
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A document registered here can be selected and opened with a double click in AutoCAD Electrical. Should this
not be possible, e.g. if there is a version conflict, an error message is displayed.
In both cases,  the entire process is  aborted,  all  dialogs are closed and control  is  returned to AutoCAD
Electrical.

SAP GUI view "Document List After Selection"

Although multiple documents can be selected, only one of them can be opened by double-clicking
in AutoCAD Electrical!

Open from SAP by the function "DWG Compare"

Since AutoCAD Electrical 2019, the "DWG Compare" function is provided, which can be accessed via the
"Collaborate" menu:

AutoCAD Electrical "DWG Compare" function in the "Collaborate" ribbon

If this function is selected, the "Open document" dialog appears. Here the drawings to be compared can be
selected in SAP or locally in the file system:
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Dialog "Load file from SAP?"

If the "Yes" button is pressed, the further course of the process is identical to the "Open " function of the
SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical, if the "No" button is pressed, the AutoCAD
dialog for comparing drawings opens.

Which dialogs appear in the further course and how the interface behaves here can be configured.
For this purpose, the option "Load document from SAP during 'Compare'" exists in the settings for
the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical under "Miscellaneous".

Save

If a document (a drawing or an entire project) that has a document info record (DIR) has been checked out,
opened and edited in AutoCAD Electrical, this should be saved temporarily at regular intervals. This can, of
course, be done using the command "Save" in AutoCAD Electrical itself, but the document is only saved locally
on the hard disk or in the currently active working directory, but is not updated in SAP PLM.

An intermediate save, which also updates the document in SAP PLM, is provided by the "Save " function of
the SAP Engineering Control Center, which can be called conveniently from AutoCAD Electrical via the SAP
Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical. There are two possibilities:

Save the currently open drawing,1.
Save the entire project, including all included drawings.2.

The SAP PLM menu provides the submenu "Save ":

SAP PLM submenu "Save"

The included function "Save" triggers the intermediate save of the currently opened drawing, while "Save
Project" saves the entire project including all included drawings.

The following steps are performed:

The document (current drawing or project) is stored locally on the hard disk or in the currently active1.
working directory. This updates the document file or all document files.
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The document is now stored in SAP PLM (checked-in).2.
Afterward, the document from SAP PLM is immediately checked out again, so that further processing3.
can be continued in AutoCAD Electrical.

Save

The SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical offers the function "Save" in the submenu
"Save " to intermediately save the currently opened drawing in AutoCAD Electrical.
 
The following steps are implemented in this way:

The document is stored locally on the hard disk or in the currently active working directory. As a result,1.
the created document file is updated.
The document will be stored in SAP PLM (checked in).2.
The document from SAP PLM is immediately put back into operation (checked out), so that further3.
processing can be continued in AutoCAD Electrical.

The effect of this function is visible in the browser of the SAP Engineering Control Center, to which two entries
have been added in the status log of the document stored in the object, that record that the document is
stored in its SAP PLM (checked in status "AV") and has been immediately checked out for further processing
(status "IW").
 
The state before executing "Save" is shown in the figure:

ECTR Object Browser before executing "Save" function

In the following figure the new status after the end of the command can be seen (see red marking):
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ECTR Object Browser after configuration of the "Save" function

Moreover, due to secure of the current document, the dirty flag, which indicates that the document has been
changed but not yet saved, is reset, resulting in the asterisk after the file name that appears in the top right of
AutoCAD Electrical disappearing.
The  figure  shows  the  state  before  executing  the  "Save"  function,  the  other  figure  shows  the  state  after
executing  the  "Save"  function.

Dirty flag set after modification in AutoCAD

 

After saving, the dirty flag disappears in AutoCAD Electrical

Save Project

The SAP Engineering Control  Center  Interface to  AutoCAD Electrical  offers  the function "Save Project"  in  the
submenu "Save " to  intermediately save the entire project of the drawing currently open in AutoCAD
Electrical.

The following steps are carried out:

All documents associated with the project are stored locally on the hard disk or in the currently active1.
working directory. This updates the project files.
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The project files are now stored in SAP PLM (checked-in).2.
Afterwards, the project, including the currently opened drawing from SAP PLM, is immediately checked3.
out of the SAP PLM, so that further editing in AutoCAD Electrical can be continued.

For further information, please refer to chapter "Save"!

Edit

To be able to work with a (checked-in) document (drawing or project) stored in SAP PLM, it must be checked
out.

Since the SAP Engineering Control  Center  provides  write-protection  for  all  document  files  stored in  SAP PLM
(symbol ), when you open such a document in AutoCAD Electrical, a message appears that no write-access
is possible for the document to be opened and that it can only be opened for read access:

AutoCAD Electrical dialog "Open read-only file"

A document opened with write protection is marked in AutoCAD Electrical with the addition "- Read Only" after
the file name at the upper edge of the window:

Write-protection marking in AutoCAD Electrical

The write protection thus functions in this context as an indication that the document has been saved in SAP
PLM (checked in).

The presence of write protection does not mean that the open document cannot be edited and
changed! However, in order to be edited, it must be saved under a new name in a new file. It is
thus an altered copy of the existing document that is stored.

In order to edit (check out) a drawing stored in SAP PLM, the function "Edit" is used. For checking out a project,
the function "Edit  Project" in the submenu "Edit " of the SAP Engineering Control  Center Interface to
AutoCAD Electrical is used:
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SAP PLM submenu "Edit"

Edit

To take in (check out) a stored in SAP PLM drawing for processing, SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to
AutoCAD Electrical uses the function "Edit" of submenu "Edit ". This ensures that the drawing for the editing
user for editing is thus checked out and the write protection for the original file in the current working directory
is removed. This is indicated by the symbol  for the required drawing in SAP Engineering Control Center,
whose status is set to "IW" (see red markers in the next figure):

ECTR "Object Browser" view after executing "Save" function

Now it is possible to perform editing work, to open the drawing in AutoCAD Electrical and make changes.
If the work is terminated, either the intermediate state can be saved and stored in SAP PLM (see Save ) in
order to be able to continue working immediately, or the drawing can be saved and stored permanently in SAP
PLM (checked in) (see Save and Display ).

Edit Project

To check  out  a  project  stored  in  SAP PLM for  processing,  SAP Engineering  Control  Center  Interface  to
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AutoCAD Electrical uses the function "Edit Project" of submenu "Edit ". This ensures that the project is thus
checked out and the write protection for the original project file in the current working directory is removed.
This is indicated by the symbol  for the required project file in SAP Engineering Control Center, whose status
is set to "IW". Now it is possible to perform editing work to the project itself.
To be able to make changes to his drawings, they have to be processed in turn. This is done with the "Edit"
function!

After the work is done, either the intermediate state can be saved and stored in SAP PLM (see function "Save
") to be able to continue working immediately, or the project can be saved and stored permanently in SAP

PLM (checked in) (see function "Save and Display ").

Save & Display

If a document (drawing or project) has a document info record (DIR) has been taken into work (checked out)
and is opened and edited in AutoCAD Electrical, it must after completion of the work on this document again
be stored in SAP PLM (checked in).
This takes care of the functions "Save & Display " for single drawings, "Project Save & Display " for hole
projects and "Save & Close " (not for projects!), which can be accessed from the SAP PLM submenu "Save &
Display":

SAP PLM submenu "Save & Display"

The following steps are implemented in this way:

The drawing or project is stored locally on the hard disk or in the currently active working directory. As1.
a result, the created document files are updated.
The documents are then stored (checked in)  in SAP PLM and their  document info record will  be2.
updated.

Save & Display

If a drawing has a document info record (DIR) has been taken into work (checked out) and is opened and
edited in AutoCAD Electrical, it must after completion of the work on this document again be stored in SAP PLM
(checked in).
This takes care of the function "Save & Display", which can be accessed from AutoCAD Electrical via the SAP
Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical.
 
The following steps are implemented in this way:

The document is stored locally on the hard disk or in the currently active working directory. As a result,1.
the created document file is updated.
The document is then stored (checked in) in SAP PLM and the document info record updated.2.
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The  effect  of  this  function  in  SAP  Engineering  Control  Center  can  be  recognized  by  the  symbol   for  the
document in question as well as the new status "AV" (in the status log of the stored document in the Object
Browser of the ECTR, see red marks in the figure):

ECTR "Object Browser" View following config. of the "Save and Display" function

In addition, the write-protection of the document is set. Editing without further action is no longer possible.

When a document stored in SAP PLM (checked in) is opened and edited with write protection set
in AutoCAD Electrical (dirty flag '*' set), it can still be checked in. In this case, the dialog "Modified
read-only parts" of the SAP Engineering Control Center appears.
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ECTR "Modified read-only parts" dialog

If the list box item "Save" is selected in the column "Actions" here, the following things occur:

The drawing is first taken in for editing (checked out).1.
The drawing file is saved.2.
The drawing will be stored in SAP PLM (checked in).3.

If the list box item "No Action" is instead selected and then the "Continue" button key actuated or the dialog is
closed by clicking the "Cancel" or the "Close" buttons, the operation is completely canceled and control
returned to AutoCAD Electrical.

In any case, making changes to a document stored in SAP PLM and therefore read-only should be
avoided in AutoCAD Electrical. Instead, a document should be taken in work (checked out) before
editing using the function Edit .

Project Save & Display

If a project has a document info record (DIR) and has been taken into work (checked out) and is opened and
edited in AutoCAD Electrical, it must after completion of the work on its documents again be stored in SAP PLM
(checked in).
This takes care of the function "Project Save & Display".
 
The following steps are implemented in this way:

The project is stored locally on the hard disk or in the currently active working directory. As a result,1.
the created document files are updated.
The project files are then stored (checked in) in SAP PLM and the document info record will be updated.2.

For further information, please refer "Save & Display"!

Save & Close

If  a document with a document info record (DIR) has been checked out, opened and edited in AutoCAD
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Electrical, it must be checked back in to SAP PLM after the work on this document has been completed. The
document can then be closed.

This is done automatically by the "Save & Close " function of the SAP Engineering Control Center, which can
be easily accessed from AutoCAD Electrical via the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD
Electrical. The document is stored (checked in) in SAP in the same way as with the "Save & Display "
function, but the document is closed immediately after successful storage.

ATTENTION:
The function "Save & Close " can NOT be applied to projects!

Save As

In addition to saving and depositing a processed (checked out) document (drawing or project) in SAP PLM,
which is the most commonly used method to store documents in SAP PLM and which is used for the function
"Save and Display ", there are other methods to store documents in SAP PLM:

A drawing can be saved as a new version
A drawing can be saved as a new document
A project can be saved as a new version
A project can be saved as a new document

The submenu "Save As " found in the SAP PLM main menu and also in the SAP PLM toolbar contains the
functions "Save As New Version ", "Save Project As New Version ", "Save As New Document " and
"Save Project As New Document ". These offer the above-mentioned functionality:

Submenu "Save As" in SAP PLM-Toolbar

Save As New Version

A document can exist in different versions. Different versions of a document are distinguished in SAP PLM with
a version number.
When saving a drawing using the function "Save as New Version ",  the version number of  the SAP
Engineering Control Center is incremented. How this is done can be configured on the ECTR side.
If a new version is created for a document associated with other documents (a master document), all linked
documents (non-master documents) are also automatically versioned, which means that will be created and
saved with this new versions.
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The versions of a document appear in the ECTR-view "Desktop" in the tree below the node "Versions".

ECTR view "Desktop" with versions

When a new version has been created successfully,  the most recent changes are incorporated into this
version, i.e., there is now a new document with the new version number, which contains these changes. This is
now stored in SAP PLM.
If there is an error during the process or a condition is violated, perhaps because the status of the previously
applied version or the original document does not allow versioning, a dialog will appear which shows this and
explains the detailed reasons for the failure:

ECTR "Create New Version" error message

If the versioning was successful, the status of the originally open document which was being processed is now
returned (the saving will be reversed). This is similar to the process described for the function "Cancel ".
The new version appears in the ECTR view "Desktop" under the node "Versions".

Save Project As New Version

When saving a project with the function "Save Project As New Version", the version number is incremented by
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the SAP Engineering Control Center. The way in which this is done can be configured by the ECTR.

If  a  new  version  of  a  project  is  created,  a  new  version  is  created  only  for  the  project  file,  but  not  for  the
drawings and other documents contained in the project.

ECTR view "Object Browser" with several versions of the project

If a new version has been created successfully, the last changes have been incorporated into it, that means a
new document with the new version number now exists. This is now stored in SAP PLM.

If an error occurred during the process, a dialog box appears, which displays this and explains the reason for
the failure in more detail.

If the versioning was successful, the status of the original opened and processed document is now reset
(storage is undone) as described in the explanation of the function "Cancel ". The new version appears in
the ECTR view "Desktop" below the node "Versions".

Save As New Document

This function creates a copy of the current drawing opened in AutoCAD Electrical, and saves it under a new
name. Finally, this new document will be saved in SAP PLM.
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If the function "Save as New Document " is applied to a drawing open in AutoCAD Electrical, the ECTR dialog
"Copy Document" will appear, and in this dialog, the target and description of the document copy can be
chosen or changed. Finally, the action must be confirmed with the "OK" button.

ECTR Dialog "Copy Document"

If the function was completed successfully, the originally opened document which was being processed will
now be closed in AutoCAD Electrical. The new document will be saved in SAP PLM and opened in AutoCAD
Electrical. The newly saved document appears in the ECTR view "Desktop".

If  the  function  "Save as  New Document"  is  run  on a  document  which  does  not  yet  have a  document
information record (DIR), an error message appears, and the action will be cancelled.

ATTENTION:
If this function is applied to a document that contains documents that have not yet been managed
within its structure, that is, does not have a DIR, a copy of the DIR is created in the SAP but is
not yet saved with the CAD original! Any new sub-documents can then apply to the copy of
the assembly in SAP by executing the "Import" function.

It is possible to execute the function "Save as new document" in SAP when executing the AutoCAD
Electrical command "Save as..." (_SAVEAS). To do this, the option
"plm.options.SapSaveAsNewDocumentForCadSaveAs.ACE" must be configured accordingly in the
configuration file "default.txt".

Save Project As New Document

This function creates a copy of the current project opened in AutoCAD Electrical, and saves it under a new
name. Finally, this new project will be saved in SAP PLM.
 
If the function "Save Project As New Document" is applied to a project open in AutoCAD Electrical, the ECTR
dialog "Copy Document" will appear, and in this dialog, the target and description of the document copy can
be chosen or changed. Finally, the action must be confirmed with the "OK" button.
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ECTR Dialog "Copy Document"

If the function was completed successfully, the originally opened project which was being processed will now
be closed in AutoCAD Electrical. The new project will be saved in SAP PLM and opened in AutoCAD Electrical.
The newly saved project appears in the ECTR view "Desktop".

If the function "Save Project As New Document" is run on a document which does not yet have a document
information record (DIR), an error message appears, and the action will be cancelled.

Refresh

In the submenu "Refresh ", you can find functions to update the document opened in AutoCAD Electrical to
the current state.
This submenu is found in the SAP PLM main menu and in the SAP PLM toolbar:

Submenu "Refresh" in the SAP PLM toolbar

It contains the functions "Refresh Originals " and "Refresh Attributes ".

Refresh Originals

The function "Refresh Originals  "  updates the current  file  that  is  open in  AutoCAD Electrical  and all  of  its
linked components and their documents to the current SAP PLM status if  the current SAP status of this
document is newer as the document in the working directory. If this happens, the current files will be replaced
in the working directory with the version from SAP. Otherwise, the function will be ignored.

ATTENTION!
Due to the overwriting of all documents in the working directory with the SAP versions, all
changes will be lost!
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Refresh Attributes

For documents that are stored in SAP PLM and thus have a document info record (DIR), a variety of information
is available, including the document info record itself. Examples are the document description ("Description")
or the contents of the text field within a drawing. The document info record (DIR) itself contains a variety of
metadata describing the document and necessary for administration of the document in SAP PLM, for example,
the document status.
This information and the attributes of a document are automatically updated in the process of SAP PLM
functions via SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical.

However, it may also happen that the attributes of a document currently open in AutoCAD Electrical, or its
subcomponents may change in SAP PLM, without the user triggering a SAP PLM function via SAP Engineering
Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical. For this situation, a "Refresh Attributes " function is also
available, which provides the ability to refresh them manually to make sure that they are up-to-date.

Cancel

If a document (drawing or project) has been checked out, for example, using the functions "Edit " of the SAP
Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical, and edited, it can be saved using the functions
"Save & Display " and stored in SAP PLM (checked in).
However, there may be situations in which it may make sense to undo the check out of the document and
discard all changes that have been made to the document since then.
For this purpose, the functions "Cancel" and "Cancel Project" are provided in the submenu "Cancel ". The
currently opened document (drawing or project) is restored to the state it had before the document was
processed, all changes are discarded. This process is therefore a rollback.

Submenu "Cancel" in SAP PLM toolbar

ATTENTION!
This function should be used with extreme caution, since all changes to the document,
since the last checkout, will be undone and thus irretrievably lost!

Cancel

To cancel the editing of a drawing and restore its status before checking it out, use the "Cancel" function. The
currently opened drawing is reset to the state it had before (checking out), all changes are discarded. This
process is therefore a rollback.

After executing this function, the state of the document in SAP PLM is back in the state that it was before
processing (checkout).
A message will appear in the SAP Engineering Control Center asking if the document in AutoCAD Electrical
should be closed or if it should be reloaded:
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ECTR dialog "Cancel Edit"

Depending on the option selected, the document is only closed in AutoCAD Electrical or restored from SAP
PLM.
The status in SAP PLM is changed from "IW" (symbol ) to "AV" (symbol ).

ATTENTION!
This function should be used with extreme caution, since all changes to the document,
since the last opening for processing (checkout), will be undone and thus irretrievably
lost!

This process cannot be undone and there is no backup copy of the discarded changes!

Cancel Project

To cancel the editing of a project and restore its status before checking it out, use the "Cancel Project"
function. The currently opened project is reset to the state it had before (checking out), all changes are
discarded. This process is therefore a rollback.

A message will appear in the SAP Engineering Control Center asking if the project in AutoCAD Electrical should
be closed or if it should be reloaded:

ECTR dialog "Cancel Edit"

Depending on the option selected, the project is only closed in AutoCAD Electrical or restored from SAP PLM.
The status in SAP PLM is changed from "IW" (symbol ) to "AV" (symbol ).

ATTENTION!
This function should be used with extreme caution, since all changes to the document,
since the last opening for processing (checkout), will be undone and thus irretrievably
lost!

This process cannot be undone and there is no backup copy of the discarded changes!
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Import

With the function New , a new blank document is produced and a document info record (DIR) is created in
SAP PLM for it. This also applies to single existing documents. However, in order to create a document info
record for all structures such as drawings which consist of several sub-documents, the function "Import "
should be used because it can process several documents in one step.

IMPORTANT:
The documents to be imported should be saved locally!

The SAP Engineering Control Center displays the "Import On Demand" dialog box with a table of all documents
for which a document info record is to be created. The documents to be imported must be marked in this table
by setting a green checkmark. For each document,  you can specify whether the file name is to be renamed
(according to the specified rules) or whether the existing file name is to be retained.

ECTR Dialog "Import On Demand Dialog"

If  the  parent  project  does  not  yet  have a  DIR,  the  corresponding project  file  is  also  listed in  the dialog.  The
documents to be imported must be selected in the list (green check mark on the left).
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IMPORTANT!
It is essential to ensure that all documents listed in the table in the dialog "Import On Demand
Dialog" are marked, especially when it comes as part of a project!
If even one of the documents is not checked-in, the master document will become
inconsistent in SAP PLM!

To select all documents belonging to the project, you should use the selection button in the upper-left corner
(red border in figure):

ECTR Dialog "Import On Demand Dialog" with project file

If this dialog is closed with "Cancel", the whole process is cancelled and control will be returned to AutoCAD
Electrical. 
If you click "OK" after marking all documents to import, a progress bar appears to show that the import is
being conducted.

ECTR progress display "Import"

At this point, all important documents have a document information record (DIR), are saved in SAP PLM, and
are marked with the status "Start Working".
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ATTENTION!
Note that the "Import " function in the SAP ECTR ribbon in the CAD system allows only a simple
upload of CAD files into the SAP system. When you use this function, a Document Info Record
(DIR) is created and the CAD files are attached as original. Do not use this function to handle
offline collaboration scenarios (send/receive CAD files to/from externals) or initial data imports
during migration projects.

Replace Version

The functions in the SAP PLM submenu "Replace Version " enable you to replace a drawing opened in
AutoCAD Electrical (function "Replace Version") or a project (function "Replace Project Version") in the working
directory with a different version if several versions are available in SAP PLM:

SAP PLM submenu "Replace Version"

Replace

The function "Replace Version" enables the user to replace a drawing which is currently open in AutoCAD
Electrical in the working directory with a different version, as long multiple versions are available in SAP PLM.

For this, the ECTR dialog "Select version" will appear, and a version can be chosen. The actual version is
marked yellow:

New version selected in ECTR dialog "Select version"
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Choose a version by clicking the box on the left margin to mark your choice (see the red mark in the figure).
The actual opened version now will be replaced by the chosen one in AutoCAD Electrical.

ATTENTION!
The document must not be checked out! In this case, an error message is displayed, and the
process is aborted.

If the drawing has been checked out, an error message is displayed and the process is aborted:

Error message when drawing is checked out

Replace Project Version

The function "Replace Project Version" enables the user to replace a project which is  currently open in
AutoCAD Electrical in the working directory with a different version, as long multiple versions are available in
SAP PLM.

The ECTR dialog "Select version" opens, and a version can be selected. The procedure corresponds to the
function "Replace Version" for drawings.

ATTENTION!
The project file must not be checked out! In this case, an error message is displayed, and the
process is aborted.

If the project file has been checked out, an error message is displayed and the process is aborted:

Error message when drawing is checked out

Compare

For comparison of documents, the submenu "Compare " is available in the toolbar:
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Submenu "Compare"

It provides two functions:

Compare Version 
Compare Document 

The  function  "Compare  Version  "  can  be  used  to  compare  different  versions  of  a  document,  the  function
"Compare Document " is used to compare different documents.

In both cases, the toolbar "DWG Compare" appears, with which the versions or documents can be compared:

Comparison of two documents

Compare Version

With the function "Compare Version " you can compare different versions of the document currently loaded
in AutoCAD Electrical. For this purpose, the ECTR dialog "Document Selection" opens, which lists the versions
of the document. Here the version is selected, which is to be compared with the currently loaded version:
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ECTR dialog "Document Selection"

NOTE:
Only one entry can be selected for comparison!

After  confirming with the "OK" button,  the "DWG Compare" toolbar appears,  with which the versions can be
compared:

Toolbar "DWG Compare"

Now, both versions can be compared directly with each other.

For a version comparison to be performed, the following requirements must be met:

At least 2 versions of the document must exist.
The document must have a DIR. Otherwise, an error message appears.

Compare Document

The function "Compare Document " can be used to compare the document currently loaded in AutoCAD
Electrical with another document available in SAP. For this purpose, the ECTR dialog "Document" opens. The
document to be compared is selected here:
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ECTR dialog "Document"

NOTE:
Only one entry can be selected for comparison!

After  confirming with the "OK" button,  the "DWG Compare" toolbar appears,  with which the versions can be
compared:

Toolbar "DWG Compare"

Now, both documents can be compared directly with each other.

Display Document

To view a document (drawing or project) stored in SAP PLM and the documents linked to it, as well as the
information (metadata) stored for this document, the SAP Engineering Control Center provides the "Object
Browser". Here you can display, view and edit all the administrative data (document data), processing status,
classification,  description,  etc.  belonging  to  the  document.  Documents  linked  to  the  document  can  also  be
displayed as a preview image and opened in AutoCAD Electrical or the corresponding application by double-
clicking.

The functions in the SAP PLM submenu "Display Document " bring the SAP Engineering Control Center to the
foreground and cause the Object Browser to display the information and data of the drawing currently opened
in AutoCAD Electrical (function "Display Document") or of the project (function "Display Project"):

SAP PLM submenu "Display Document"
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Display Document

The function "Display Document" brings the SAP Engineering Control Center to the foreground and causes all
information and data of the currently opened document to be displayed in the Object Browser:

Object Browser of the ECTR

Display Project

The function "Display Document" brings the SAP Engineering Control Center to the foreground and causes all
information and data of the currently opened document to be displayed in the Object Browser:
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Object Browser of the ECTR

Add to Object List

With the function in the SAP PLM submenu "Add to Object List  ",  the document (drawing or project)
currently opened in AutoCAD Electrical can be assigned to an object list of the SAP Engineering Control Center.
The function "Add to Object List" is responsible for drawings, the function "Add Project to Object List" for
projects:

SAP PLM submenu "Add to Object List"

Add to Object List
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The currently open drawing in AutoCAD Electrical can be added to an object list in the SAP Engineering Control
Center via the function "Add to Object List ". Subordinate components need to be selected in AutoCAD
Electrical if only one or some subordinate components should be added to the object list.

The dialog "New Object List" will appear, in which the target object list and the operation has to be selected:

ECTR Dialog "New Object List"

NOTES:
• If no object list with the stated name exists, then a new object list will be created.
• If no name is filled out, then the name "null" will automatically be used.

After the adding, the component will be visible in the corresponding object list and will be displayed in the
desktop view of the SAP Engineering Control Center (marked red in figure).
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Object list in the Engineering Control Center Desktop-View

Add Project to Object List

With the function "Add Project to Object List", you can assign a project that is currently open in AutoCAD
Electrical to an object list of the SAP Engineering Control Center.

The process flow corresponds to the procedure for using the function "Add to Object List".

Bill of Material

The Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical provides the possibility to, create, to change,
and to display the SAP Bill of Material in the SAP Control Center. To do this, use the "Bill of Material" submenu
in the context menu in the application structure view of the ECTR:

ECTR menu "Bill of Material"
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To create a Bill of Material, it is required that all drawings of the document structure have a
Material Master!

Create and assign material for "electrical articles

At the beginning, a symbol for the circuit diagram or the control cabinet structure is inserted into the drawing
via the respective library.

Symbols for the schematic
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Symbols for the panel

Using the context menu for the symbol (function "Edit  equipment"),  the article can now be specified via the
search in the catalog.

"Edit component" (panel)
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Start catalog search for the article (panel)

Once the desired, specific characteristic of the article has been found, an SAP material can be created using
the metadata.  The material  number  must  be  entered in  the  catalog  (database).  The default  configuration  is
that  the  material  number,  in  its  external  representation,  is  entered  in  the  field  "USER3"  (or  "BENUTZER3",
depending  on  the  configuration  of  the  parameters  "plm.bom.item.property.ACE.xyz"  in  the  configuration
file"default.txt"),  is  deposited:
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AutoCAD Electrical "Catalog Browser - Edit Mode" dialog

By pressing the button  the change is saved in the database, by pressing the button  the change is
discarded. If the line that has just been changed is marked and the dialog is exited by clicking on "Ok", the
relevant data is transferred to the "Insert/edit resources" dialog. When clicking on "Ok" the editing mode of the
device is left and the symbol in the drawing is specified.

The selection and specification of the item for a symbol of the circuit diagram is done in an almost identical
way. A significant difference is the entry into this process, because this is done via the context menu function
"Edit outline".

Function "Edit Footprint" (Schematic)

Derive material BOM

The SAP Engineering Control Center offers the function "Derive material BOM 2 single-level (SAP GUI) " and
"Derive material BOM 2 multi-level (SAP GUI) " for creating an SAP material BOM.

The prerequisite for creating a BOM is the project reference, i.e. the AutoCAD drawing must be
assigned to an AutoCAD Electrical project.

The preview of the parts list appears.

After  confirming  the  preview  by  clicking  "Continue",  the  BOM  is  created  or  modified  in  SAP.  If  the  preview
dialog is aborted, this also leads to the abortion of the BOM creation. In case of an error or if the creation of the
BOM is aborted, an error message of the ECTR appears.
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In the run-up to the BOM derivation, a report on the BOM can be executed in AutoCAD Electrical with the
options shown in the figure, in order to get an overview of the relevant items of the BOM:

Panel report (Bill of Material)

Display Bill of Material

Using the function "Display Bill of Material " in the context menu will display the Bill of Material (BOM) in the
SAP Engineering Control Center if a Material Master exists for the structure of an opened drawing in AutoCAD
Electrical:
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ECTR Display "Bills of Material"

Change Bill of Material

It is possible to update the Bill of Material if a Material Master has been changed. This function is triggered via
the function "Change Bill of Material " in the ECTR submenu "Bill of Material". For this, a SAP maintenance
dialog will appear to update the meta data:
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SAP dialog to create bill of material

The Bill of Material will be changed in the SAP Engineering Control Center after the confirmation of the dialog.

About

The  "About  "  function  opens  a  dialog  which  contains  information  about  the  current  version  of  SAP
Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical. This information is particularly useful for product
questions:
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"SAP PLM About" dialog

The version information for ECTR connector, frontend and backend will only be displayed when
the SAP Engineering Control Center has already been launched and logged on to SAP.

Extras

Special functions are located in the submenu "  Extras" which are not used often.

Submenu "Extras"
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Cancel Edit

The function "Cancel Edit " changes the status of an opened drawing from "In Work" (checked-out) back to
"Checked-In". But will leave documents locally saved in the working directory untouched.

ATTENTION!
Be very cautious when using this function! Errors can occur when using this function. It is saver
to use the function Cancel , although this will replace the version in the working directory with
the version in SAP. To avoid changes to be overwritten, simply save changes under a different
document name.

Cancel Edit Project

The function "Cancel Edit Project" changes the status of an opened project from "In Work" (checked-out) back
to "Checked-In". But will leave documents locally saved in the working directory untouched.

ATTENTION!
Be very cautious when using this function! Errors can occur when using this function. It is saver
to use the function "Cancel Project ", although this will replace the version in the working
directory with the version in SAP. To avoid changes to be overwritten, simply save changes under
a different document name.

Allow Local Modification

The function "Allow Local Modification " allows the editing of a checked-in and therefore read-only model.
If the function is applied to a model currently opened in AutoCAD Electrical, which is checked in to SAP and is
therefore write-protected, a warning dialog box appears, informing you of the risks associated with its use:

Warning dialog for "Allow Local Modification"

If the "Yes" button is selected, the write protection for the model is removed. The "No" button cancels the
entire action.

ATTENTION!
This function should be used with extreme caution, as conflicts may occur if another user has
already changed the document! It is generally not recommended using this function!
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Allow Local Project Modification

The function "Allow Local Project Modification " allows the editing of a checked-in and therefore read-only
project.
If the function is applied to a project currently opened in AutoCAD Electrical, which is checked in to SAP and is
therefore write-protected, a warning dialog box appears, informing you of the risks associated with its use:

Warning dialog for "Allow Local Project Modification"

If the "Yes" button is selected, the write protection for the model is removed. The "No" button cancels the
entire action.

ATTENTION!
This function should be used with extreme caution, as conflicts may occur if another user has
already changed the project! It is generally not recommended using this function!
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Settings

The user can configure the behavior of the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical in
line with his or her needs. Consequently, the interface offers a number of possible settings (preferences).

The  interface  settings  are  located  in  the  Options  menu  of  the  SAP  Engineering  Control  Center  under
"Preferences", which can be reached via the gear symbol ("Settings") in the upper-right corner of the ECTR
(see red markings in the figure):

Options menu of the ECTR

The  view  that  now  opens  represents  a  tree  view  with  the  setting  categories.  This  contains  a  node
"Applications"  which  in  turn  contains  the  sub-category  "AutoCAD  Electrical".  This  contains  the  different
configuration  dialogues:

Preferences for AutoCAD Electrical
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The structure and contents of the preference dialogs are defined by the configuration file
"options.xml" of the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical. For more
information, see the "options.xml" section of the configuration manual!

Settings "Miscellaneous"

In the "Miscellaneous" section, settings for the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical
are made up of several areas: 

AutoCAD Electrical settings "Miscellaneous"

The following options are available:

Options under "Miscellaneous"

Option Value Description

Show notifications as dialog Yes,
No Interface notifications may display as dialog (value = Yes).

Show dialog for missing references
during structure analysis

Yes,
No

If a reference to a non-existent or invalid reference is found
during the structural analysis, a dialog box can be displayed to
indicate this (value = Yes).

Checkout Ignore unloaded
references during structure analysis

Yes,
No

During structural analysis, unloaded references can be ignored
(value = Yes) or automatically reloaded (value = No).

Check-out referenced file before
'Edit in Place'

Yes,
No

Determines whether a reference should be automatically
checked out before direct editing (value = Yes).

Settings "Application Structure"
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Section "Application Structure" provides a number of settings that can be used to control the display of
AutoCAD Electrical drawings in view "Application structure" of the SAP Engineering Control Center:

AutoCAD Electrical settings "Application Structure"

The following options are available:

Options under "Application Structure"

Parameter Values Description

Number of levels which
should be submitted to
application structure

<Number>,
"all"

A number indicates how many sub structure levels of a model
are initially transferred for the display. At first, the substructures
are displayed as a folded branch in the tree. If the value = "1",
the next level of the loading process will be triggered during the
expansion. The larger the number the more levels are
transferred at the same time, if the value = "all" all levels will be
transferred initially.

 ATTENTION:
This option affects the performance because the simultaneous
transfer of multiple layers requires even more time!

Collect entries
No,
Yes (All),
Yes (Per
Configuration)

There is an option to summarize structure entries of multiple
built-in components in order to achieve a better clarity. The
entries can be summarized either over the entire structure
(value = "Yes (All)") or separately for each configuration (value =
"Per Configuration").

Display virtual
components in
Application Structure

Yes,
No

It is possible to display virtual components in the Application
Structure.

Display external
references in
Application structure

Yes,
No

Determines whether external references should be displayed in
the application structure.
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Settings "Refresh Attributes"

The section "Refresh Attributes" contains settings for the attribute update (property update) for the SAP
Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical:

AutoCAD Electrical settings "Refresh Attributes"

The following options are available:

Options under "Refresh Attributes"
Option Value Description

Update
title blocks
in all
models
and
layouts

Yes,
No

Font headers of layouts in the models can be updated automatically (value = Yes).

 WARNING:
If a drawing has many different layouts, this can have a negative effect on performance!

Update
attributes
when
inserting a
title block

Yes,
No Determines whether the attributes should be updated when inserting a title block (value = Yes).

Block
names for
title blocks

<Block name> Defines block names for title blocks (default = "DIN_CIDEON")

Documents
affected
during
attribute
refresh

Complete structure,
Only the selected / 
top document,
Prompt

Determines whether the attributes should be updated for all documents in the structure, or only for the selected or
top document. A dialog box can also be displayed for selection (value = "Prompt").

Settings "Create and Import"

The section "Create and Import" contains settings for the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD
Electrical, which determine the behavior when creating and importing documents:
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AutoCAD Electrical settings "Create and Import"

The following options are available:

Options under "Create and Import"

Option Values Description

Create DIR for new document
No,
Yes,
Prompt

If the AutoCAD Electrical function "New" is used, a DIS can be
created automatically. If value = "Prompt" a selection dialog is
displayed.

Delete original CAD files after
import on demand

Yes,
No

CAD originals can be automatically deleted after their import
(value = Yes).

Check-in documents after import
on demand

Yes,
No

Documents can be checked in automatically after their import
(value = Yes).

Settings "Save As"

The "Save As" section contains settings for the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical
that control the behavior when the "Save as" function is executed:
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AutoCAD Electrical settings "Save As"

The following options are available:

Options under "Save As"

Option Values Description

Checkout parent documents
during 'Save as'

Do not checkout (not
recommended),
Checkout (default),
Checkout and save
(intermediate)

Determines whether and how superior assemblies
are to be checked out when "Save as" one of their
components.
Checkout = Check out (default),
Do not check out = Leave checked in (not
recommended!),
Checkout and save (intermediate) = Check out in
the meantime

Save DIR in SAP as new
document on CAD SaveAs

No,
Yes,
Prompt

If a document is saved under a new name with
"Save as", a DIS can be created automatically for
this new document (value = Yes) or a selection
dialog appears, which allows the user to make a
decision (value = Prompt).
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Method for changing references
during 'Save as'

Replace only in
context of active
document without
warning,
Replace in all open
documents without
warning,
Replace only in
context of active
document without
warning,
Replace in all open
documents after
showing a warning
dialog,
Replace only in
context of active
document after
showing a warning
dialog,
Do not replace
references

Controls whether and how references are changed
when "Save as".
Default value: "Replace only in context of active
document without warning".

Save DIR in SAP as new
document on CAD SaveCopyAs

No,
Yes,
Prompt

If a document is saved under a new name with
"Save copy as", a DIS can be created automatically
for this new document (value = Yes) or a selection
dialog appears, which lets the user decide (value =
Prompt).

Cancel the source file after
SaveAsNewDocument

Yes,
No

Determines whether the check out of the source
document should be automatically undone after
"Save as new document" (value = Yes).

Settings "Save"

The "Save" section summarizes settings for the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical
for the topic "Save":
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AutoCAD Electrical settings "Save"

The following options are available:

Options under "Save"

Option Values Description
Use a screenshot as DIR
thumbnail

Yes,
No

A screenshot can be made which is linked to the DIS as a preview
image (value = Yes).

Deliver only requested
attributes to SAP

Yes,
No

Decides whether only configured attributes (value = Yes) or all
attributes (value = No) of the document should be transferred
when saving.

Update attributes of documents
before check-in

Yes,
No

Determines whether the attributes of the document to be saved
should be updated before check-in (value = Yes).

Settings "Open and Insert"

The section "Open and Insert"  summarizes settings for  the SAP Engineering Control  Center  Interface to
AutoCAD Electrical to control the behavior when opening documents and inserting items into documents:
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AutoCAD Electrical "Open and Insert" settings

The following options are available:

Options under "Open and Insert"

Option Value Description

Load document from SAP
during 'Attach Component'

Yes,
No,
Prompt

If the AutoCAD Electrical function "Insert" is used, the document to be
opened can be automatically loaded from SAP PLM. If value =
"Prompt", a selection dialog is displayed.

Load document during
'Open' from SAP

Yes,
No,
Prompt

If the AutoCAD Electrical function "Open" is used, the document to be
opened can be automatically loaded from SAP PLM. If value =
"Prompt", a selection dialog is displayed.

Use multi search dialog
during 'Open' from SAP

Yes,
No

When opening from SAP, the ECTR dialog for multiple search can be
displayed (value = Yes).

Automatically reload
missing components from
SAP during 'Open'

Yes,
No,
Prompt

If an assembly is opened, components that are not in the working
directory can be reloaded automatically from SAP (value = Yes) or a
selection dialog box appears that lets the user decide (value =
Prompt).

Load document from SAP
during 'Compare'

Yes,
No,
Prompt

When comparing two drawings via the AutoCAD Electrical function
"Compare DWG", drawings which are not available in the working
directory can be automatically reloaded from SAP (value = Yes) or a
selection dialog appears which allows the user to decide (value =
Prompt). Otherwise, the AutoCAD Electrical dialog "Open File" is
displayed (value = No).

Allow to insert multiple
components from SAP

Yes,
No

It is possible to insert several components from SAP if required (value
= Yes).
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Troubleshooting

The following may help to solve some problems during the usage of the SAP Engineering Control Center
Interface to AutoCAD Electrical.

When AutoCAD Electrical starts, the error message "Module
could not be loaded" appears

Symptom:
After  the  start  of  AutoCAD  Electr ical ,  an  error  message  appears  with  the  text  "Module
[...]\CdnECTRInterfaceAce.bundle\Contents\CdnECTRInterfaceAce201X[_64].arx  could  not  be  loaded"  (see
figure).

Error message when starting AutoCAD Electrical

Reason:
An error has occurred during the initialization of the SAP Engineering Control Center, or the AutoCAD  Electrical
variable "STARTUP" is set to the value "2".

Solution:
Check whether all the modules listed in the chapter "Product scope" are present in the system. If this is not the
case, a new installation should be carried out.

ATTENTION:
If the AutoCAD  Electrical system variable "STARTUP" is set to "2", there are problems with the
automatic loading of the SAP Engineering Control Center. It is therefore recommended setting the
STARTUP variable to "0", "1", or "3" (default value) instead!

In exceptional cases, the startup behavior of the SAP Engineering Control Center can be changed via the
configuration file "PackageContents.xml", which can be found one level above the program modules.

Opening a document from the SAP Engineering Control Center
is canceled

Symptom:
If a document is opened from the SAP Engineering Control Center Desktop, AutoCAD Electrical is started. After
a while, however, an error message appears (see figure), and the document does not open in CAD.
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Communication between ECTR and AutoCAD Electrical has been canceled

Reason:
AutoCAD Electrical took too long to respond to the SAP Engineering Control Center's request.

Solution:
If AutoCAD Electrical starts too long, a timeout occurs on the SAP Engineering Control Center side. This time
span  can  be  adjusted  using  the  setting  "plm.control.waitForSessionInMs.ACE"  in  the  application-specific
configuration  file  "default.txt".  The  default  value  is  15000  milliseconds.

NOTE:
On virtual machines or tunneled network connections, it is advisable to increase this value
accordingly.

Problems with the ribbon bar "SAP PLM"

There may be several problems with the display or use of the ribbon bar "SAP PLM" of the SAP Engineering
Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical. How these problems can be solved is described below.

The ribbon bar "SAP PLM" is empty

Symptom:
The ribbon bar "SAP PLM" appears in the AutoCAD Electrical user interface but has no functions inside (see
figure).

Ribbon bar "SAP PLM" empty

Reason:
The  menu  functions  of  the  ribbon  bar  will  be  read  from  the  files  "CdnECTRInterface_messages_xx.txt".  'xx'
means one of the available language (i.e. 'de' means German). If this file is missing, the file with the English
texts ("CdnECTRInterface_messages_en.txt") are used for the texts of the ribbon bar. If this file is also missing,
the ribbon bar "SAP PLM" cannot be filled and remains empty.

Solution:
The availability of all modules listed in chapter Product scope has to be checked. If at least one of the modules
is not found, a reinstallation is necessary.
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IMPORTANT!
Special attention is necessary in case of network installations of the interface because paths of
network shares may volatile, i.e. if the host machine is down!

All  texts  of  the  ribbon bar  are  in  English  despite  the  installed
language pack

Symptom:
All  functions  of  the  ribbon  bar  "SAP  PLM"  are  in  English,  although  a  different  language  package  has  been
installed for AutoCAD Electrical.

Reason:
The  required  language  file  is  missing  in  the  installation  folder  or  the  language  is  not  supported  by  the  SAP
Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical.
The menu functions for the ribbon bar are read from the files "CdnECTRInterface_messages_xx.txt", where 'xx'
is the respective language (for example, 'de'  stands for German). If this file does not exist, the English file is
used for the texts of the ribbon bar.

Solution:
The following languages are supported by the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical:

German
English
French
Spanish
Italian
Japanese
Portuguese
Russian
Chinese (simplified)
Chinese (traditional)

Check  whether  the  text  file  required  for  the  language  pack  is  present  in  the  installation  path  of  the  SAP
Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical. If the file is missing, a new installation should be
carried out.

The commands of the ribbon bar "SAP PLM" are unknown

Symptom:
Although the "SAP PLM" ribbon bar appears in the AutoCAD Electrical user interface, activation of one of the
functions via its buttons causes an error message (see figure).

The interface command is not known

Reason:
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The "ARX" file of the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical could not be loaded.

Solution:
The installation is to be checked for completeness. Each product version of AutoCAD Electrical requires a
special  "ARX"  file.  It  must  be  ensured  that  the  correct  "ARX"  file  is  located  in  the  installation  directory
depending  on  the  year,  the  product  header  and  the  system  architecture  (for  example  the  file
"CdnECTRInterfaceAce2017_64.arx").
When starting AutoCAD Electrical, you must pay attention to a corresponding error message, which indicates
the absence of this file.
Alternatively,  this  file  can  be  manually  loaded  with  the  command  "_APPLOAD"  during  operation  (see
illustrations).

The command "_APPLOAD" allows to manually load any add-in file
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Command "_APPLOAD" successfully executed

Instead of icons, question marks appear in the ribbon bar "SAP
PLM"

Symptom:
The "SAP PLM" ribbon bar appears in the AutoCAD Electrical interface and contains all the functions, but some
or all entries have a question mark instead of an icon (see figure).

Missing icons in the ribbon bar

Reason:
Icons are missing in the installation folder of the SAP Engineering Control Center.

Solution:
The installation of the SAP Engineering Control Center to AutoCAD Electrical is to be checked for completeness.
By  default,  the  location  for  the  SAP  PLM  ribbon  bar  icons  in  the  installation  folder  is  under
"%PLM_INSTDIR%\applications\ACE\ appdata\icons".

Each menu function has two icons in different sizes (see figure).

Icon files in the installation folder
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These files must not be renamed or moved!

In the log of the SAP Engineering Control Center Interface to AutoCAD Electrical can be used to check which
image files are missing.

Start of AutoCAD from the SAP Engineering Control Center fails

Symptom:
When starting AutoCAD via the system menu or when opening a document from the SAP Engineering Control
Center desktop, an error message appears (see figures).

Missing path to application

 

Application or profile not found

 

Faulty program path

Reason:
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The configuration of the SAP Engineering Control Center is incomplete, or the interface is deactivated.

Solution:
The SAP Engineering Control Center to AutoCAD requires information about the installation of AutoCAD. This
information is stored in the application-specific configuration file "default.txt".
The setting "plm.appl.location.ACx" must correspond to the current installation location of AutoCAD.
In addition, the name for the profile to be loaded must also be specified via the setting "plm.appl.profile.ACx".
For example, a profile is used to distinguish "Mechanical" from a "Vanilla" environment.  The default  settings
set by the installation software should only be changed in exceptional cases.
If the specified profile doesn't yet exist in AutoCAD, it should be created manually. If AutoCAD is started from
the SAP Engineering Control  Center  without  such a profile,  a  corresponding warning message (see figure)  is
generated, and the profile is automatically created for the next start of the CAD.

Warning about missing profile when starting AutoCAD

The SAP Engineering Control Center is activated by autoload mechanism in AutoCAD by default. This autoload-
behavior  can  be  controlled  via  the  configuration  file  "PackageContents.xml".  Disabling  the  add-in  files  when
you start AutoCAD is not recommended.

Error when uploading to the content server

The ECTR version R/3 5.2.6.0 or S/4 1.1.6.0 or higher is used.
A new document is to be created with the function "New" or a document is to be checked in via the interface
function "Save", "Save & Display", "Save As" or "Replace Version".
This causes an error when uploading the file to the content server:

E02090 = Error while checking-in the original file(s):
E07778 = Could not upload file: ...

The process is then canceled.

The cause may be a change in the ECTR as of version R/3 5.2.6.0 or S/4 1.1.6.0: The upload request to the
content  server  was  changed  from  PUT  to  POST.  This  leads  to  problems  with  different  content  server
implementations.  No  documents  can  be  uploaded.

If  this is  the case,  the problem can be solved by setting the following preference to false in the ECTR
configuration file "default.txt":

plm.http.upload.usePostMethod = false
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Detailed information about this problem can be found in the SAP Wiki entry "5.2.6.0 / 1.1.6.0:
Upload of files to content server fails"!

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=628819002
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=628819002
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Final Remark

This manual is intended to facilitate handling of the product. Since this product is also constantly being further
developed, only the release status at the time of going to press could be taken into account here. CIDEON
Software & Services GmbH & Co KG is grateful for information and suggestions provided by users. Please enter
a SAP ticket in the SAP Support Portal.

This documentation has been prepared with the greatest possible care, but we cannot accept any liability for
any defects or errors that may occur.

You can find the current documentation in the SAP Help Portal.

On our homepage you will find further information and news!

 

CIDEON Software & Services GmbH & Co. KG

www.cideon.com
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